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Notes

Assembly of feet and pan support

1. Start by inserting the 5 plastic feet into the slots around the bottom rim.
   - Turn stove upside down and place plastic foot over bottom rim and align with slot. Push snap pin through slot. This will bend the metal lip to secure the foot in place.

2. Next, insert the 5 metal pan supports into the slots around the top rim.
   - Turn stove right-side up and insert lower end of pan support into vertical slot. Push pan support upwards until upper end slides over rim and clicks into slot on top.

How to use with wood sticks

1. Fill the burner vertically with wood sticks
2. Put kindling between wood sticks
3. Put a piece of paper on top of the wood sticks
4. Put some kindling on top of the paper

5. Light the fire and turn on the fan to level 1
6. When you have a well-burning, circular flame, adjust the fan speed to between 3 and 4
7. Start cooking
8. When only glowing embers are left, attach handle and take out burner
9. Empty burner into a fire proof container with lid

How to Light and extinguish the stove

1. Fill burner with fuel and lighting material and place in stove
2. Leave 1cm between fuel and upper holes of burner
3. Turn fan on. Adjust fan to speed 1 to get a good flame going
4. When you have a well-burning, circular flame, adjust fan speed to between 3 and 4
Attention: We recommend that you DO NOT run the fan at its highest speed!

Maximum fan speed will increase the intensity of airflow, resulting in:
- short battery life
- inefficient flame
- inefficient pellets use
- more pollution

---

**Stoves WITHOUT battery pack**

1. **To use fan, plug** the USB B end into control panel
2. **Plug USB A end into a device with a compatible USB port (phone charger, power bank, etc.)**
3. **When you turn the fan on, this will be indicated by a green LED light**

---

**What if the stove is producing a lot of smoke?**

1. Turn fan off, stop cooking and avoid inhaling smoke
2. Use burner handle and carefully lift out burner
3. Place burner outdoors, or empty burner into a fireproof container with lid and place outdoors

---

**Clean cooking for all**

1. Start cooking
2. Use stove until all flames have extinguished and only glowing embers are left
3. Empty burner into a fireproof container with lid
4. Use burner handle to empty first burner into second burner
5. Turn up fan speed from upper holes
6. Regulate by adjusting fan speed, and continue cooking
7. Attach burner handle to burner, and remove it from stove.
8. Place burner outdoors, or empty burner into a fireproof container with lid and place outdoors
9. To continue cooking when only glowing embers are left
10. **Attach burner handle to burner, and remove it from stove.**
11. **Place it somewhere safe**
12. **Fill second burner with fuel up to 1 cm below upper holes**

---

**To continue cooking when only glowing embers are left**
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4. **Turn up fan speed from upper holes**
5. **Regulate by adjusting fan speed, and continue cooking**
6. **Place burner outdoors, or empty burner into a fireproof container with lid and place outdoors**
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9. To continue cooking when only glowing embers are left
10. **Attach burner handle to burner, and remove it from stove.**
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12. **Fill second burner with fuel up to 1 cm below upper holes**
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---
Stoves WITH built-in battery pack

Your stove has a built-in battery pack. The package includes a USB cable.

To charge battery, plug USB B end into control panel.

A red LED light indicates battery charging. When it turns off, battery is fully charged.

Plug USB A end into a wall socket.

Or plug it into a solar panel that is placed in the sun.

A green LED light indicates fan is running on battery power. When it turns orange, 80% to 20% power remains. When it turns red, less than 20% power remains, and battery should be recharged.

Place stove on flat surfaces only.

Do not carry stove while it is burning.

Do not leave stove unattended.

Do not touch the outsides of a burning stove.

Do not touch burner when hot.

Do not damage the stove.

Be careful not to trip on the cord.

Keep stove out of reach of small children.

Warnings

Do not pour water into stove.

Do not let your food boil over.

Leave 1 cm between the fuel and upper holes of burner.

Use of wood pellets as fuel is recommended.

Do not refill stove while it is still burning.

Do not use charcoal as fuel.

Warnings

Do not use stove in the rain.

Do not use stove while it is still burning.

Do not use water to clean stove.

Do not use charcoal as fuel.